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Cytochemical characteristics of blood cells 
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ABSTRACT. The hematology of wild and captive animals is essential 
for obtaining details about species and represents a simple method 
of diagnosing disease and determining prognosis. Few studies have 
described the morphology of chelonian blood cells, which are more 
common in sea and freshwater turtle species. Thus, in order to further 
our understanding and recognition of different chelonian cells types, 
the present study aimed to describe blood cells from the two species 
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of Brazilian tortoises, Chelonoidis carbonarius and C. denticulatus. 
Cytochemical analysis of tortoise blood tissue with Panótico®, made it 
possible to describe all the of the chelonian cell types (with the exception 
of thrombocytes): erythrocytes, agranular leukocytes (monocytes 
and lymphocytes), and granular leukocytes (eosinophils, heterophils, 
basophils, and azurophils). These data are of high importance for 
establishing hematological profiles of Brazilian tortoises and reptiles. 
Therefore, based on our results and on comparative analyses with data 
from the literature for other reptile species, we can conclude that the 
blood cells described for Brazilian tortoises are found in all species of 
reptiles that have been analyzed thus far, and may be characterized and 
used as a comparative parameter between different groups to evaluate 
the health status of these animals.
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INTRODUCTION

Hematological analysis of wild and captivity animals is essential for obtaining details about 
the nature of the species and represents a simple method that can be used to diagnose disease 
and predict prognosis (Zago et al., 2010a; Bergamini, 2011).

Diverse hematological studies have been performed in mammals and characterization 
of their blood cells and respective biological functions are well established. However, few such 
studies have been performed in reptiles and there have been many discussions in relation to the 
morphology and variety of cells (Zhang et al., 2011). Thus, new studies that aim to characterize 
the morphology of blood cells in new reptile species are extremely important for the hematological 
understanding of these vertebrates.

The Testudinidae family is composed exclusively of land chelonian species, generally 
known as land tortoises, Chelonoidis denticulatus [= Chelonoidis denticulata (Linnaeus, 1766)] and 
C. carbonarius [= C. carbonaria (Spix, 1824)] (Olson and David, 2014), which is the only species 
of this family found in Brazil. Only few studies have described the morphology of chelonian blood 
cells, which are more common for sea and freshwater turtle species (Pires et al., 2006; Ferronato 
et al., 2009; Santos et al., 2009; Zago et al., 2010b).

Cytochemical analyses enable the recognition of a variety of blood cells, and represent 
an accessible, economic, and timely method to characterize distinct cell types and to examine 
the hematological health of the animals (Stacy et al., 2011). Thus, in order to contribute to the 
understanding and recognition of different chelonian cells types, the present study aimed to 
characterize the blood cells of the two species of Brazilian tortoises.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Animals were identified based on morphological characteristics as described by Williams 
(1960), Castanõ-Mora and Lugo-Rugeles (1981), and Pritchard and Trebbau (1984). The animals 
were labeled on the carapace by using plastic tags and photographed (Figure 1).
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Peripheral blood was sampled from the marginal costal vein of 20 animals from Bosque 
Municipal of São José do Rio Preto, SP, Brazil, from Jacarezário of Unesp Rio Claro, SP, Brazil 
and from Zoológico Municipal Missina Palmeira Zancaner of Catanduva, SP, Brazil, 10 specimens 
each of C. denticulatus and C. carbonarius; five animals each of the specimens were males and 
females.

Blood was sampled from animals in captivity according to the method described by Silva 
et al. (2012). After cleaning the sampling site with distilled water and 70% ethanol, the marginal 
costal vein was punctured and approximately 1 mL blood was collected and deposited in a tube 
containing the anticoagulant sodium heparin. Samples were then refrigerated until use within 24 h 
to prevent sample degradation.

After sampling, blood smears were performed in duplicate for each animal and the slides 
were stained with Panótico® (Zago et al., 2010b). The blood smears were viewed under an Olympus 
BX-60 light microscope coupled to a digital camera and image analysis system, under 1000X 
magnification. All procedures were approved by Comissão de Ética em Experimentação Animal 
(CEEA) of Universidade Estadual Paulista “Júlio de Mesquita Filho”, São José do Rio Preto (No. 
018/09) and IBAMA/SISBIO (No. 19514-1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Following the cytochemical analysis of tortoise blood tissue, it was possible to describe 
all of the chelonian cell types (Figure 2), with the exception of thrombocytes, probably because the 
blood tubes contained the anticoagulant sodium heparin.

Figure 1. Brazilian specimens of the Testudinidae family. A. B. Chelonoidis denticulatus; C. D. Chelonoidis carbonarius. 
Source: pictures obtained by the author at Bosque Municipal de São José do Rio Preto, SP, and Zoológico Municipal 
Missina Palmeira Zancaner of Catanduva, SP.
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Testudine cell types may be categorized as erythrocytes, leukocytes, and thrombocytes. 
Leukocytes are subdivided into agranulocytes (monocytes and lymphocytes) and granulocytes 
(eosinophils, heterophils, basophils, and azurophils) (Zhang et al., 2011).

Erythrocytes

The immature form of erythrocytes, called polychromatophils, was observed (Figure 2A 
and B) as well as the mature form (Figure 2C). Polychromatophils were observed at different 
stages of maturity (Figure 2A and B). These cells are more rounded and basophilic, with a larger 
nucleus (round, oval, or irregular) and higher nucleus/cytoplasm ratio when compared to mature 
erythrocytes, as described for reptiles (Stacy et al., 2011). It is common to find a small percentage of 
immature erythrocytes in reptile blood. These cells are relatively small compared with mammalian 
polychromatophils, and they gradually increase in size during maturation (Stacy et al., 2011).

Mature erythrocytes in tortoises are nucleated with an elliptical shape, and with the 
nucleus positioned in the center of the cell, showing basophilic condensed chromatin, as previously 
described for turtles (Zhang et al., 2011). Erythrocytes exhibit a purple nucleus and large pale 
purple cytoplasm when stained with Panótico® (Figure 2C).

Although they are morphologically different from mammalian erythrocytes, owing to the 
presence of a nucleus, these blood cells carry out the same basic function of gas exchange (Goulart, 
2004). The life-time of mature erythrocytes of reptiles, in general, ranges from 600 to 800 days 
showing that the rate of renewal of this cell type is much slower than that of human erythrocytes, 
which live for about 120 days (Stacy et al., 2011). This may be associated with the slower metabolism 
of reptiles and the fact that these cells are nucleated in these animals (Stacy et al., 2011).

Figure 2. Blood cells of Chelonoidis carbonarius and Chelonoidis denticulatus stained with Panótico®. A. B. 
Polychromatophils at different stages of maturity; C. Mature Erythrocyte; D. Monocyte; E. F. Lymphocytes; G. 
Azurophils; H. Eosinophils; I. Basophils; J. K. Heterophils. Bar = 10 µm.
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Agranular leukocytes

Monocytes

Monocytes (Figure 2D), as described for reptiles (Stacy et al., 2011), presented a round or 
oval shape, a nucleus with a reniform or rod shape, which covers the larger portion of the cell area 
(little cytoplasm). Furthermore, Stacy et al. (2011) noted that reptilian monocytes are of varied size 
(8-25 μm) and are similar to mammalian monocytes. The nucleus showed a purple color and lilac 
or pale blue cytoplasm when stained with Panótico® (Figure 2D).

This cell type is found at low levels in turtles and reptiles, accounting for 0-10% of all 
leukocytes, and reaches 20% in some species (Goulart, 2004). The high rates of monocytes in 
the peripheral circulation are related to chronic inflammation and bacterial and parasitic infections. 
Therefore, for an effective immune response against tissue invasion, these cells need to differentiate 
into macrophages (Stacy et al., 2011).

Lymphocytes

Lymphocytes (Figure 2E and F) were viewed as rounded cells and contained rounded 
nuclei and little cytoplasm, as described by Zhang et al. (2011) for turtles.

Reptile lymphocytes are 5-11 μm in size (Zhang et al., 2011) and can be easily confused 
with thrombocytes or monocytes, but are differentiated by the presence of little cytoplasm and a 
rounded nucleus, with the thrombocytes being elliptical or oval in shape, and monocytes having a 
kidney-shaped nucleus (Stacy et al., 2011). Lymphocytes exhibit purple nucleus and lilac or light 
blue cytoplasm, when stained with Panótico® (Figure 2E and F).

The numbers of this cell type in reptile blood are variable and may be related to many 
factors such as seasonality, sex, nutrition, and reproductive period. Thus, lymphocytes may 
fluctuate within a range of 15-90% of the total leukocytes (Goulart, 2004).

In the same way as lymphocytes from birds and mammals, reptile lymphocytes can be 
classified as B and T cells, which are responsible for producing immunoglobulins and eliciting 
immune responses, respectively (Stacy et al., 2011). An increase in the proportion of this cell type in 
the blood is known as lymphocytosis and may indicate inflammation, scarring, parasitic infections, 
or viral infection; moreover, a decrease in the number of lymphocytes, known as lymphopenia, may 
be associated with malnutrition (Stacy et al., 2011).

Granular leukocytes

Azurophils

Azurophils were observed in blood smears from tortoises (Figure 2G). These cells are 
characterized by an irregular shape, a nucleus with peripheral heterochromatin, and cytoplasm 
with few organelles (Zago et al., 2010b). They have a dark purple nucleus and inconspicuous 
cytoplasm when stained with Panótico® (Figure 2G).

According to Stacy et al. (2011), azurophils are unique to reptiles, being similar in size 
and shape to lymphocytes, and can be differentiated by their irregular shape and more intense 
nucleus color when stained with Panótico®. These cells are commonly found in lizard and crocodile 
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blood, and less frequently in turtles. A change in the number of azurophils may represent cases of 
inflammation or infectious disease (Stacy et al., 2011).

Eosinophils

Eosinophils (Figure 2H) were characterized by cell size, the peripheral position of the 
nucleus, and large cytoplasm filled with rounded granules. Moreover, when stained with Panótico®, 
eosinophils had a dark purple nucleus situated at the margin of cells, and cytoplasm filled with 
lighter purple colored granules (Figure 2H).

Stacy et al. (2011) emphasized that reptile eosinophils are sized between 9 and 20 μm 
and are similar to heterophils in size and shape, with which they are easily confused. These cells 
can be differentiated mainly by the shape of the cytoplasmic granules, because heterophils have 
elongated orange granules and eosinophils exhibit rounded purple granules (Zago et al., 2010b; 
Stacy et al., 2011).

In healthy reptiles, eosinophils usually represent 7-20% of the total leukocytes, being less 
frequent in lizards and more common in turtles (Stacy et al., 2011). An increase in the proportion of 
this cell type may be associated with parasitic infection (Goulart, 2004).

Basophils

The analysis of the basophils demonstrated that these cells are rounded and may be 
characterized by the presence of numerous cytoplasmic granules (Figure 2I). Besides these 
features, it can be noted that reptile basophils are generally sized between 9.5 and 16 μm, and 
the granules often obscure visualization of the nucleus (Zhang et al., 2011). When stained with 
Panótico®, basophils have dark purple nuclei and rounded purple granules distributed throughout 
the cytoplasm (Figure 2I).

The percentage of basophils is variable among reptile species, so that some species of 
turtles and tortoises may have 0-40% of all leukocytes, but some species of fresh-water turtles may 
present more than 65% (Stacy et al., 2011). These authors note that the high levels of basophils 
in turtles seem to have no association with external factors, but for other reptiles, an increased 
number of basophils in the blood can be associated with blood parasites and viral infections 
(Bergamini, 2011; Stacy et al., 2011).

Heterophils

Heterophils presented a purple peripheral nucleus and cytoplasm full of elongated and 
fusiform orange granules (Figure 2J and K). These cells are unique to birds and reptiles and 
are sized between 12 and 23.8 μm, being larger than other cell types, which can facilitate their 
classification even though they are often confused with eosinophils (Bergamini, 2011; Zhang et 
al., 2011). However, we emphasize that when stained with Panótico®, heterophils can be easily 
differentiated from other cell types by the orange color of their cytoplasm.

In reptiles, the percentage of heterophils can range between 30 and 45% of all leukocytes, 
but some species of turtles and crocodiles can present more than 50% of this cell type (Stacy et 
al., 2011). The high percentages of heterophils can indicate bacterial infections (Goulart, 2004).

These data are of high importance for establishing hematological profiles of Brazilian 
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tortoises and of reptiles. Therefore, based on our results and on a comparative analysis of data 
from the literature for other species of reptiles, we can conclude that the blood cells described for 
Brazilian tortoises are found in all species of reptiles that have been analyzed and characterized 
thus far, and can be used as a comparative parameter between different groups to evaluate the 
health status of these animals.

In conclusion, by analyzing blood samples of C. carbonarius and C. denticulatus, it was 
possible to characterize and describe all cell types of Brazilian Testudinidae. Thus, the comparison 
of our results with data in the literature allows us to conclude that the cells of Brazilian Testudinidae 
are morphologically and physiologically similar to the cells of other reptiles.
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